Statement publication Civil Code Curaçao

The published Civil Code Book 3 of Curaçao by DCLP at www.dutchcaribbeanlegalportal.com has been taken from the websites www.wetten.nl, www.parlamento.cw and is in some cases edited by DCLP. The legislation as published by DCLP is not an official publication. For more information about the official publication and text of the legislation please contact the Government of Curaçao, that has issued the regulation.

The published legislation has been compiled with the utmost care, but DCLP does not exclude the possibility of errors and / or outdated versions. Whilst we endeavour to ensure that the information on this site is correct, no warranty, express or implied, is given as to its accuracy. Should you encounter any errors or outdated versions, please contact: dutchcaribbeanlegalportal@gmail.com.